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ABSTRACT

We implement a new photo management system ‘Face Album’ on mobile phones, which organizes photos by person identity, as is shown in Fig. 1. We automatically group faces into clusters to release user workload. Our system is composed of two pools: a certain pool with reliable clusters consisting of faces from same identity, and an uncertain pool containing faces that are lacking in evidence to be recognized. Constantly as new faces increase, the certain pool and uncertain pool work together to either assign new faces to existing clusters or discover new identities in the album. In addition, user interaction is introduced for some deviation corrections. Experiments indicate that our results are close to offline hierarchical clustering method while a subjective survey shows our photo management system is favored by users.

Index Terms— Face Recognition, Mobile Album, Online Clustering

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, more and more photos are taken by and stored on mobile phones, thus management for these photos becomes increasingly important. Since people are main subject of daily mobile photographing, organizing photos by person is expected.

We consider this problem as annotating faces in an album, which has been studied in past literatures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and some annotation systems were proposed including Apple’s iPhoto[6]. Some methods, e.g. [2, 3], exploit clustering or partial clustering on a photo set. Then users tag on each cluster to annotate faces. However, these methods are proposed for offline photo tagging which is not suited to the fact users will continuously take photos and enlarge the album. Some works, e.g. [1] and Apple’s iPhoto which are designed for practical album management, can handle continuous photo-input. They list some unlabeled faces to users for annotation.

When a user annotates a face, they will recommend similar photos to the user, so that a few operations can annotate a number of photos. As these systems are semi-automatic, most critical tasks rely on human decisions (e.g. a new face cluster can only be created by human).

We expect a photo management system on mobile phones to be highly automatic and also be able to deal with continuous photo stream. Thus, two main difficulties emerge: 1) how to recognize new faces of existing identities and 2) how to discover new identities in album.

As for the first difficulty, face recognition, which has been improved a lot in recent years [7, 8, 9, 10], can be applied. The task face verification has achieved 99.47% accuracy by [8] on the LFW dataset[11]. However, identifying a face from a set of candidate faces[12] is still challenging in that N candidates are much more confusing than one single candidate[13]. To solve this problem, we constrain each recognized identity with a certain number of faces as its evidence. Then a new
face is compared with face clusters instead of candidate faces, which is more robust. The similarity of a face to a cluster is defined based on the overlap of the face’s near neighbors with the cluster, which can reduce the influence caused by noises and false positives or hard cases. In our system, we propose a certain pool to contain these clusters of recognized faces.

As for the second difficulty of discovering new identities, creating a new identity from a face once it matches no cluster is too arbitrary. On one hand, the new face may be noise or hard case. On the other hand, even though it is a new identity, simply making it a new cluster is contrary to our design of certain pool. So we adopt a delayed decision strategy for these ambiguous faces to wait for further evidence. Thus we design an uncertain pool to reserve these faces. We periodically try assigning these faces again and finding new identities from them. Partial clustering is performed to find good clusters with small inner distance and certain size instead of a global clustering result, which is computationally efficient as well.

To conclude, we design our automatic photo management system - Face Album with a certain pool and an uncertain pool. These two pools work together to automatically group faces into different clusters even with continuous photo input.

2. FACE ALBUM SYSTEM

As illustrated in Fig.2, our system follows a classical server-client model. The server takes charge of the main computation work including detecting faces in photos and extracting recognition features from detected faces. The client maintains one certain pool and an uncertain pool. These two pools work together to automatically group faces into different clusters even with continuous photo input. We obtain a good performance on real-life photos with the interaction of the two pools. Besides, our system also introduces user interaction to tag faces, correct misidentified faces and assign uncertain faces to existing identities.

2.1. Face Recognition

On the server we follow the classical face recognition pipeline of face detection, face alignment and feature extraction[13]. We exploit facial point detector as in [14]. With facial key points detected, a face image patch is normalized to \( 128 \times 128 \) as the input to CNN proposed in [7]. This CNN can derive a compact representation with features of only 256 dimensions, which is computationally efficient for mobile platform. After we implement the architecture B by Caffe[15], we follow the procedure in [7] to train the model. Training data are the face images from CASIA-WebFace[16] dataset. Each face is normalized to \( 144 \times 144 \), and randomly cropped into \( 128 \times 128 \) patches as the input of the first convolution layer. Finally, we obtain our deep feature. By simply using cosine distance, a 98.13% verification accuracy is achieved on LFW dataset, which indicates that the 256-dimensional feature is discriminative.

2.2. Assignment in Certain Pool

We denote \( x_i \) as the recognition feature of face \( i \). The distance \( d(i, j) \) between two faces \( i \) and \( j \) is defined as their cosine distance:

\[
d(i, j) = 1 - \frac{x_i \cdot x_j}{\|x_i\|\|x_j\|}
\]  

The certain pool contains all the clusters: \( \{C_i\}, i = 1 \ldots N \), where \( C_i \) is a cluster of faces.

We use the Epsilon Near Neighbors(\( \epsilon - NN \)), neighbors within the distance \( \epsilon \) of a face, to decide whether or not a new face \( x_i \) should be assigned to a specific cluster \( C \). We calculate a similarity of \( x_i \) to \( C \) as:

\[
S(x_i, C) = \frac{|N_\epsilon(x_i) \cap C|}{|C|}
\]
where \( N_\epsilon(x_i) \) is the \( \epsilon - NN \) of \( x_i \):

\[
N_\epsilon(x_i) = \{ j \mid d(i, j) < \epsilon \}.
\] (3)

The similarity focuses on shared part of \( x_i \)'s neighbors and cluster \( C \). Since \( x_i \) may fall on the edge of a cluster, it may not be close to every face in the cluster but part of it. Also, such similarity can greatly reduce the influence caused by false positive faces and noises in cluster \( C \) since they won't affect the shared part much.

We then compute the similarities of \( x \) to all the clusters in the certain pool and choose the largest one. We assign \( x \) to the cluster with largest similarity if the similarity exceeds a threshold \( \delta \).

2.3. Clustering in Uncertain Pool

We periodically find reliable clusters in the uncertain pool and move these clusters to the certain pool. A reliable cluster should have two properties: 1) pairwise distances in the cluster are small, and 2) the size of the cluster is no less than \( S_{\text{min}} \). Thus, we adopt agglomerative hierarchical clustering[17] and, for property 1, stop clustering if no pair of clusters is closer than \( \epsilon \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Clustering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Distance Matrix of Faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Reliable Clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Each Face As an Individual Cluster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: while ( \text{MinimumDistanceOfTwoClusters} &lt; \epsilon ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Merge the closest two clusters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Update the distance matrix to reflect the distance between the new cluster and the original clusters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: end while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: return The clusters with size over ( S_{\text{min}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The clustering is shown as Algorithm 1. At the beginning we consider each face as an individual cluster. Then we keep merging the closest pair of clusters, one pair at a time, until no pair is closer than \( \epsilon \). The distance of two clusters is defined as average pairwise distance of all pairs from different clusters. Then, we will move all the clusters with size over \( S_{\text{min}} \) to the certain pool as new identities.

Time complexity of hierarchical clustering algorithm is \( O(N^2 \log N) \)[17], where \( N \) is the size of uncertain pool. Since we only merge clusters with a distance less than \( \epsilon \), this algorithm will finish at early stage, which is efficient in use.

2.4. User Interface

In this album, photos are classified by different face identities. User can name each sub-album and choose one face identity to browse the photos in this sub-album by sliding to left or right (as shown in Fig.1(a)). When browsing a photo, user can press ‘Edit’ to correct some deviations. In the ‘Edit’ interface, user can take two main actions: 1) Delete misidentified faces in a cluster; 2) Give one uncertain face an identity.

By pushing button ‘Certain pool’, the system shows some faces for each identity from its sub-album. If the classification is wrong, user can delete the face from this sub-album. As a result, this face will be moved to the uncertain pool. While pushing button ‘Uncertain pool’, 2 similar identities are recommended to each uncertain face. With a single click, users can either assign this uncertain face to one of the recommended identities or create a new one. Clicking on ‘Finish’ can go back to the previous interface.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

We evaluate our Face Album with both objective experiments and subjective evaluation. In this section, we first introduce the datasets, then report our results on them and compare them with a baseline face image management system and an offline clustering algorithm. At last we present our subjective survey results. We give up using iPhoto as our baseline because it is hard to quantify iPhoto’s performance due to its semi-automaticity. The baseline system we use is proposed as a simple probe-gallery identification protocol[12]. This baseline system maintains N clusters of faces in the gallery. For each new face, the system compares it N times with each representative. If the most similar one exceeds threshold, the new face will be included in the cluster, otherwise a new cluster will be created. We also compare our system to offline hierarchical clustering(HC), which performs clustering to the whole dataset.

3.1. Datasets

We test on two datasets: LFW and People In Photo Albums (PIPA) Dataset[18]. The LFW dataset includes 13,233 images of faces from 5,749 individuals. We use one half for training and the other half for testing. The PIPA dataset contains real-life photos collected from Flickr photo albums. The training set consists of 17,000 photos while the testing set contains 7,868 photos of 581 individuals. We perform our face detector on PIPA and register 52% of the labeled instances since the dataset is very challenging (even back view included). Finally the training set contains 11,920 instances and the testing set contains 6,073 instances with labels and 180 non-face images as false alarms.

3.2. Objective Experiments and Results

We evaluate the two pools over the quality of the face clusters we obtain. In the uncertain pool, each face is considered as an independent cluster. We compute pairwise Recall and Precision[19] over all the clusters and thus compute F1 to evaluate the clusters. Purity is also introduced for evaluation. We compare our results to two other methods, the baseline
system and the offline HC method as introduced before. We use the same distance measure in all these methods and select a different $\epsilon$ for each method by obtaining the best F1 score on training data. The parameter $\delta$ of our system is empirically set to 0.5, which implies at least half members in a cluster support the new face. The parameter $S_{\text{min}}$ is set to 4 which will be explained later.

Results on LFW database are shown in Table 1. Our system achieves a better result than baseline system and a close performance to offline HC method. Considering the online background of our system, the close performance to the offline HC method is of great value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Purity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offline HC</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ours</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experiment results on LFW dataset

Fig. 3. Experiment results on PIPA dataset.

We also evaluate our system on PIPA dataset. Since PIPA dataset can simulate realistic situation of daily album, we record the performance with every 200 photos as a batch processed, as shown in Figure 3(a). The performance of clusters in the certain pool is also concerned, represented as certain pool, since these clusters will be directly shown to users. Also, we test the performance of only using certain pool without uncertain pool, represented as certain only. With the same assignment method as described before, every time a new face is rejected, we will assign it as a new cluster in certain pool.

As is shown in Fig.3(a), the certain only(green line) method reports a lower performance over time than the whole system(yellow line) but a higher performance than the baseline(purple line) system, indicating that our assignment strategy works well. Meanwhile, it’s the uncertain pool that balances with the certain pool to achieve a overall better result. Surprisingly, we discover that the performance in the certain pool(blue line) is even better than that of offline HC(orange line) method. This reflects that the clusters in certain pool, which are the selected faces shown to users, are highly accurate.

Here we demonstrate the influence of parameter $S_{\text{min}}$ and $\epsilon$ to our system. Fig.3(b) is the contour map of F1 score on PIPA dataset with respect to $S_{\text{min}}$ and $\epsilon$. There is an obvious plateau which indicates a robust parameter selection. When we set $S_{\text{min}}$ to 1, our system degrade into certain only, leading to a sharp decline in performance. And when we choose $S_{\text{min}}$ among 3 to 5, we get a wide range of $\epsilon$ with acceptable performance.

Finally, we add the noise images to PIPA dataset and test it over the methods. The result shows that our system is robust to noise since 173 of the 180 noise images remain in the uncertain pool while the 7 rest images form an independent cluster in the certain pool with no other images included. No noise image is falsely mixed up with any face cluster.

3.3. Subjective Evaluation

In the subjective evaluation, 14 subjects are asked to report their user experience of face annotation on our Face Album application. 78 photos about a wedding are provided and the subjects have 15 minutes to get familiar with the major characters in this event. Then they are asked to gradually add the photos in three steps. Meanwhile, they should correct mismatched faces and manually create albums for unidentified characters until the albums of the major characters are organized well. In the end, we conduct a UMUX[20] survey with the subjects. The UMUX is a four-item Likert scale used for the subjective assessment of an applications perceived usability. The items (as shown in Figure 4) have seven scale steps from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

![Fig. 4. Survey Questions](image)

With scores collected, we recode them as hundred mark system as in [20] and get a mean UMUX score of 86.90. UMUX is designed to provide results similar to those obtained by SUS[21]. According to [21], the score indicates that our system is good.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We implement a novel photo management system Face Album to provide service for browsing photos of a particular person. To address the issue of continuous photo input, we propose two pools of faces: certain pool and uncertain pool. Confusing faces will be reserved in uncertain pool and can be identified later with the help of new faces and interaction of these two pools. This makes our identification highly reliable and results in a good performance in objective experiments. As a practical system, we also introduce user interaction for some deviation correction and subjective survey has demonstrated that our photo management system is favored by users.
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